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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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andele
ANDELE misspelling by ÁNDELE

andocrasia
ANDOCRASIA does not exist.  The term is ANDROCRACIA vER ANDROCRACIA

andrea
Andrea.  Own name of woman.  Own male name of Italian origin.

androcracia
ANDROCRACIA Hegemony and mastery of men in government.  From Greek male andros and -cracia, government,
authority, dominance or power.  In history there have been, rarely worth clarifying, gynecological governments, where
the command is exercised by a woman, such as Cleopatra VII faraona of Egypt

androi
ANDROI error by ANDROID

anecdotica
ANECDOTICA Spelling error by ANECDOTAL

anegabilidad
FLOOD CAPACITY (of a plot of land, house or other enclosure) 

anemofilia
ANEMOFILIA from Greek anemo wind and philein love.  Person who likes the breeze and the wind

anfioxo
ANFIOXO cephalochordata subphyle of chordates that inhabit coastal marine areas, swimming freely and semi-buried in
the sandy bottoms.  They measure up to 5 cms.  of length and is lancet-shaped. 

anfioxos
AMPOXOS pl .  of AMPOXO Cephalocordado, lancet fish

angelantes
ENGELANTE and non-angelante .  Type of precipitation that begins to fall from the clouds in the form of snow, and then
melts completely as it passes through a layer of air over the freezing temperature (0 'C), and then finds a second lower
layer to lower levels of temperature than the first, overfusing.

angie
DIMINUTIVE ANGIE of Angelica , Angeline , Angelique , Angela 2 .  Rolling Stones song



angioplastía
ANGIOPLASTY of ANGIO, relative to the heart, and PLASTY, surgery.  Minimally invasive surgery to enlarge the
section of coronary arteries injured or blocked by atherosclerosis. 

angloindia
ANGLOINDIA 1 .  which is English and Hindu alliance or combination.  2 .  Person of both nationalities 3 .  Person born
in England and resident in India, or vice versa.  4 .  Person daughter of English father and Hindu mother, or vice versa. 

anglovizcaína
ANGLOVIZCAINE 1 .  Person of English father and Mother Biscayne, or vice versa.  2 .  Person born in England and
resident in the province of Biscay, or vice versa.  3 .  Entity that has joint relations with England and Biscay. 

anguila eléctrica
ELECTRIC ANGUILA electrophorus electricus

anguladas
ANGLED, A 1 .  Angle, which has 'angles.  2 .  Said of the human or animal face, which possesses bony, little filled
factions, with outstanding figuration of bone complexicity.  .

angulo semirecto
ANGULO SEMIRECTO barbarismo by ÁNGULO SEMIRRECTO expression that demonstrates ignorance of the
Castilian spelling of its author and does not deserve an inclusion in this dictionary. 

animaculo
ANIMACULE spelling error by ANIMCULO

animales invertebrados
INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS.  They are those animals that lack notocorda or spine.  They make up the majority of
animals.  In 2005, 1 were catalogued. 700 . 000 to 1. 800 . 000 animals, of which 990. 000 were invertebrates.  They are
invertebrates Arthropods : arachnids, insects, myryapods, crustaceans. Annelids : earthworms, leeches. Molluscs :
clams, squid, octopuses, snails. Echinoderms : starfish and sea urchins. Cnidarians : jellyfish, corals, polyps. Porfers :
sponges . Platelmintos : flatworms (many are parasites). Nematodes : cylindrical worms (also parasites).

animatric
ANIMATRIC phonetic deformation by ANIMATRIX anime group derived from matrix trilogy

annus horribilis
ANNUS HORRIBILIS Latin phrase to highlight a tying time.  It literally means horrible year.

anonimizar
ANONIMIZE invisibilize, ningunear, pretend that (someone) does not exist, despise

anonimos
ANONYMOUS , (and not anonymous) plural.  See ANONYMOUS Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may



be ignoto, unknown author

anoplastia
ANOPLASTY reconstitution of the anus by surgery .  In general, it is an imperforate anus of a baby, which is done under
general anesthesia. 

anotarse un poroto
NOTE A POROTO to succeed in a certain activity .  The expression comes from board games where beans were
wagered. 

anotarse un poroto
NOTE A POROTO to succeed in a certain activity .  The expression comes from board games where beans were
wagered. 

anotarse un poroto
NOTE A POROTO to succeed in a certain activity .  The expression comes from board games where beans were
wagered. 

anóxica
ANXICA women's anXIICA from ANXICO

anóxico
ANXICO that has no oxygen, say of the water groundwater layers in which dissolved oxygen is depleted. 

ansiada
ANSIATED from the ANSIAR verb, wish, wait

ansias
ANSIAS Wins, wishes .

ansilacion
ANSILACION spelling error by ANCILACIÓN , in literature : action and effect of supporting

antanaclasis
ANTANACLASIS one of the REPEAT FIGURES of the RHETORICAL FIGURES using the polysmic value of some
words : the priest heals and cures me. 

ante sus ojos
BEFORE YOUR EYES Expression that means: in front of you, in your presence, before you

anteguelos
ANTEGUELA (and not ANTEGUELOS ) Manatial in the province of Teruel, region of Las Sierras . 



antejuelas
ANTEJUELAS sequin, small brilliant metal circles used in broderies.

anteojera
BLINKER FIGURATIVELY, ACT NARROWLY, WITH LITTLE VISION OR INTELLIGENCE. 

antes de examinar el asunto de que se trata
BEFORE EXAMINING THE MATTER AT ISSUE various syntactic and spelling errors: these are two sentences in which
the second has the subject (the subject) tacit: BEFORE EXAMINING THE MATTER WHAT IS IT ABOUT?

anti apelmazante
ANTI APELMAZANTE that performs an action that obstructs the agglomeration of any compound or mixture.

anti drogas
ANTI DROGAS spelling error by Drug Enforcement, Against Drug Trafficking and Use

anti libre comercio
ANTI FREE TRADE against border opening policy, abolition of local subsidies and customs duty reduction treaties
between commercially allied countries. 

anti portonazos
ANTI SLAM DUNK error by ANTIPORTONAZOS

anti vacunas
ANTI-VACCINE error due to ANTI-VACCINATIONS

anti-chinchero
ANTICHINCHERO against the bedbug, wicker blanket or perforated ribbons that was put around the bed to collect bed
bugs.  2 .  Against the people of Chinchero in Cusco, Peru.  3 .  Against the place where there are many bed bugs :
anti-chincher insecticide. 

anti-dumping
ANTI-DUMPING against DUMPING, action and reduce prices for a sufficient period to leave competition out of the
market

anti-evo
ANTI-EVO against Evo Morales, former president of Bolivia

anti-fashion
ANTI-FASHION fashion that is not concerned with the trend of the moment, but goes according to political or practical
reasons, making fashion something secondary. 

antiabandono



ANTIABANDONO against abandonment

antiabuso
ANTIABUSO against abuse

antiacademicismo
ANTIACADEMICISM Anti-academic attitude .  Go against the formal and scientific.

antiacademicista
ANTI-ACADEMIC A person who promotes ANTI-ACADEMICISM, either ideologically, running against it, or developing
art that contravened the norms dictated by the Academy of Arts of Paris or the other literary academies, architecture,
etc. 

antiacademismo
ANTI-ACADEMISM barbarism.  An error by ANTIACADEMICISM.  This entry is striking because academicism is a term
related to artistic culture and, therefore, used by educated people.  It follows, then, that neither an art critic, historian nor
scholar is going to be confused, so it seems rather an error of those who select words for this dictionary. 

antiaging
ANTIAGING against the traces of aging

antialemán
ANTIALMAN against German or Germany. 

antialemna
ANTIALEMNA misspelling by ANTI-GERMAN, female of ANTI-GERMAN. 

antiausteridad
ANTI-AUSTERITY against an austerity policy. 

antiayuntamientos
ANTIAYUNTATIONS in Spain : against the town halls, corporation or group of people who manage a municipality.  2 . 
In the demedro of municipal buildings. 

antiácaros
ANTI-MITE (insecticide) against mites

antibarras
ANTIBARRAS in Argentina : against white bars, Anti-barbar law. 

antibaterial
ANTIBACTERIAL (and not ANTIBATERIAL) anti, against and bacteria.  Tell yourself about any element that protects
against bacteria.  , or attacking them, destroying them



antibolsas
ANTIBOLSAS to disguise and decrease the bags under the eyes. 

antibomba
ANTI-BOMB PROTECTION AGAINST ENEMY BOMBS : Bomb Shelter

antibrexit
ANTIBREXIT against the separation of England from the European community. 

antibulos
ANTIBULOS against fake news or fake news that spreads with the aim of harming someone. 

antiburbujas
ANTIBURBUJAS that prevents bubbles from occurring

antiburocrática
ANTIBUROCRÁTICA against paperwork and processing in public offices

antiburocrático
ANTIBUROCRATIC against bureaucracy, administrative hurdes. 

anticallo
ANTICALLO spelling error by ANTICALLOS, against the formation and existence of calluses in the feet. 

anticanon
ANTICANON against cans (rules or precepts; perfection models) 

anticapi
ANTICAPI Italianism CAPI is the plural of capo, head of the mafia; against mafia bosses, or otherwise. 

anticarcelaria
ANTICARCELARIO, Against taking people to jail, contrary to jail term. 

anticarcelario
ANTICARCELARIO against the prison system . 

anticarismatico
ANTICARYSMATIC SEE ANTIKARYSMATIC

anticarismático
ANTICARISMATIC Latin charisma, whose origin comes from a Greek word meaning to please; that does not generate
charisma, which causes displeasure. 



anticatalanista
ANTICATALINISTA against Catherine the Great, Empress of Russia. 2 .  Against Catalonia or Catalans. 

anticatalán
ANTICATALÁN against the Catalans or what is of Catalan origin

anticaza
ANTICAZA against hunting animals and birds. 

antichavismo
ANTICHAVISMO doctrine or politics against Nicolás Maduro, continuer of Hugo Chavez as president of Venezuela. 

antichavista
ANTICHAVISTA 1 .  Person who is against the ideology or regime of Hugo Chavez.  2 .  Person who is against the
person of Hugo Chavez. 

antichongo
ANTICHONGO ANTI is a prefix meaning AGAINST. CHONGO is a person who is more than a friend, but still not a
boyfriend. Sexually, he has rights but there is no compromise. So antichongo means against having informal sexual
relationships

anticipos
ADVANCES pl .  ADVANCE, advance of a total payment, made before the final delivery of the service or product. 

anticíclica
COUNTERCYCLICAL f .  of COUNTERCYCLICAL, (measured) against the normal cycle

anticíclico
COUNTERCYCLICAL that goes counterclockwise to the macroeconomic trend of a country's economy

anticoagulación
ANTICOAGULATION procedure that is performed with cardiac patients and that consists of thinning the blood, making it
more liquid (or less dense), modk that the heart has to work less to boost it.  In general, any method that reduces the
appealing capacity of a liquid or pasty mixture.

anticochistas
ANTICOCHISTS pl .  of ANTICOCHISTA , against COCHA . Castilian surname derived from quechua QHUCHA or
QUCHA which means LAGOON, LAKE.  2 .  Person or action against the main Chilean Tourism Agency. 

anticompetencia
ANTICOMPETENCE quality to go against competition, MONOPOLIZATION, OLIGOPOLIZATION

anticompetitiva



ANTI-COMPETITIVE against competitiveness

anticompetitivo
ANTICOMPETITIVE that threatens and is contrary to competitiveness

anticonformismo
ANTICONFORMISM doctrine that rejects conformism

antiderechos
ANTIDERECHOS against the rights (of individuals or someone) 

antideslumbramiento
ANTI-GLARE against being dazzled or producing glare. 

antidespidos
ANTI-DISMISSALS against dismissals

antidictadura
ANTI-DICTATORSHIP action and effect against a totalitarian government. 

antidiplimático
ANTIDIPLIMATIC SPELLING ERROR BY ANTIDIPLOMATIC, against or contrary to diplomacy. 

antidiplomatico
ANTIDIPLOMATIC Spelling Error by ANTIDIPLOMATIC

antidiplomática
ANTIDIPLOMATIC ANTIDIPLIMATICS

antidiplomático
ANTIDIPLOMATIC against diplomats or diplomats

antidiscriminacion
ANTI-DISCRIMINATION spelling error by ANTI-DISCRIMINATION, against discrimination against minorities in a society
(ethnic, religious, age, ideological, cultural, economic, health) 

antidiscriminación
ANTI-DISCRIMINATION against discrimination

antidiva
ANTIDIVA against the endiostion of a woman or the worship of a woman consecrated as a star. 



antidogmática
ANTIDOGMATIC , A against principles of faith or dogmas that do not have scientific verification. 

antidomingo
ANTIDOMINGO Against Sunday 2 .  Against the ( work on ) Sunday

antidrogas
ANTIDROGAS against the production, trafficking, marketing and illegal use of drugs and narcotics.  See anti-narcotics

antiecológica
ANTIECOLOGICAL, A that is against ecology, its predicaments or regulations. 

antiecológico
ANTIECOLOGICAL , Which is against the environment and environmental policies

antieconómica
UNECONICS f .  of UNECONIC , You lose money

antiecólogo
ANTIECOLOGIST person who is against ecological standards and principles. 

antiedad
ANTIEDAD that helps mask age, for example by moisturizing the skin, using ANTIARRUGAS creams, and other
methods. 

antiencapuchados
ANTI-HOODED (people, groups or things like norms, laws, policies) who are against those who act criminally in
marches to provoke excesses, vabdalism and robberies

antienganche
ANTIENGANCHE against hooking or capturing

antienvejecimiento
ANTI-AGING (acting) against aging

antiesclavista
ANTI-SLAVERy that is against human slavery and the doctrine that promoted it

antiestablishment
Anti-systemic ANTIESTABLISHMENT, which goes against the mostly accepted system or against a set of people,
institutions or influential entities trying to maintain the status quo to further control the established order. 



antiestallido
ANTI-STUPID 1 .  counter protests, insubordination (social or other) 2.  Medium that prevents the unintentional burst of
any element or explosive device.

antiestrógeno
ANTIESTROGEN type of hormonal antagonist whose therapeutic importance lies in being effective in preventing and
trafficking some cancer cells in breast cancer. Works by preventing cells from using estrogen, female sex hormone

antieuropeísmo
ANTIEUROPEISM against Europeanism, against the doctrine that makes it elevating to favor Europe over the other
regions of the planet. 

antievasión
ANTIEVASION against evasion (tax or other ) 

antifake
ANTIFAKE anglilicism of ANTI opposite to , against and FAKE , false , bulo , trucho : against falsehoods

antifamiliar
ANTIFAMILIAR against the family, or what is familiar. 

antifrances
ANTIFRANCES Spelling Error .  See ANTIFRANCENES

antifranesa
ANTIFRANESA error by ANTIFRANCESA

antifranquismo
ANTIFRANQUISMO doctrine against the government of former Spanish President Francisco Franco 2 .  Doctrine or
thought against Francisco Franco

antifraude
ANTIFRAUDE against fraud

antifrívola
ANTIFRILE SEE ANTIFRIVOLOUS

antifrívolo
ANTIFRIVOLOUS against frivolity

antifujimorista
ANTIFUJIMORISTA person or organization that is against the former President of Peru, Alberto Fujimori, his
management or his ideology.



antifútbol
ANTIFTBOL football tactic that aims to win without any sight for giving a good football show. 

antigay
ANTIGAY what is or who is against homosexuals or that is related to homosexuality or lesbianism. 

antiglobalización
ANTI-GLOBALIZATION against the global market economy .  In other words, it is an indirect and synonymous form of
protectionism or closed economy. 

antigobierno
ANTIGOBIERNO against the government

antigoteo
ANTI-DRIP to prevent leaks : anti-drip product

antigrieta
ANTI-CRACK grammatical error by ANTIGRIETAS

antigrooming
ANTIGROOMING anglilicism which means against the paedophile deception or approach of an adult to a minor with
sexual reasons. 

antiguerrillera
ANTIGUERRILLERA 1 .  Such a person or authority whose specialty is the fight against guerrillas.  2 .  Related to
anti-guerrilla : anti-guerrilla fight.

antiindependentista
ANTIINDEPENDENTIST that is against total sovereignty itself. 

antiinglés
ANTI-ENGLISH contrary to the English or what has English origin

antiinglsa
ANTIINGLSA typing error by ANTIINGLESA f .  of ANTI-ENGLISH , which is against the English or the English

antiinmigración
ANTIINM IMMIGRATION ideology, policy or position of person who is against the entry of foreigners into the country in
order to stay permanently in this . 

antiinmigrante
ANTIINMIGRANTE against migrant or immigration policy . 



antiinmigrantes
ANTI-IMMIGRANTS against people who arrive or wish to arrive from other countries to reside in a new place. 

antiinstitucionalista
ANTI-INSTITUTIONALIST person who is against the institutions of the State: police, judicial system, parliament,
government, etc.

antiintelectualismo
ANTIINTELECTUALISM doctrine that opposes intellectualism from rising about the affective and the volitive.

antiislam
ANTIISLAM against the Islamite creed, against Islamist or Muslim ideology. 

antilamda
ANTILAMDA character > that is placed to the right of the bar code EAN 13 to ensure a blank space at the end of the
vertical bars.  This space ensures that readers correctly capture the code on the left side there is already a number
outside the bars that fulfills this function, so no other special character is required. 

antilavado
ANTI-LAUNDERING of the Greek ANTI- , against and LAUNDERING (of money), fraudulent laundering of ill-had funds .

antimacrogranja
ANTIMACROGRANJA term replaced by the prefix ANTI against , the prefix MACRO , huge and farm , place used as
animal breeding.  It is, then, that it is against industrial-sized hatcheries. 

antimanchas
ANTIMANCHAS that prevents staining, which protects against stains 2.  that attacks stains

antimarca
ANTIMARCA Antithesis of a trademark .  A mark that is. creates and works in order to counteract another brand, for an
ecological purpose or of some purported social benefit.  2 .  Antifan Spanish sports page, which owes its name to
highlight its dissident position in front of the sports newspaper Marca .  3 .  Any process or peoduct that reduces or
prevents the creation of marks on the skin or in another luster.

antimayoritaria
ANTIMAYORITARIA that goes against most. 

antimetábola
ANTIME-BOLA is a literary figure belonging to the subgroup of figures of order of the group of DICTIONS groups better
known as QUIASMO It consists in investing the order of words for example : Do not wonder what Chile can do for you . 
Ask yourself what you can do for Chile.

antimetástasis



ANTIMETASTASIS Literary figure corresponding to group 1 of DICTION FIGURES , subgroup 2 REPEAT FIGURES
better known as 1 . 2 . 24QUISM .  It consists of the reverse wording of a sentence or sentence with respect to the
previous one : Love is stronger; stronger is love.

antimexicano,a
ANTIMEXICANO against Mexicans or what is of Mexican origin

antimigrante
ANTIMIGRANTE against migrants 2 against everything related or belonging to migrants

antimigratorio
ANTIMIGRATORY against migration flows, in general and more specifically, against immigration. 

antimonopolio
ANTIMONOPOLIO against monopolies and the formation of these

antimonopolios
ANTIMONOPOLIOS against the concentration of power in a single company in one area of the economy. 

antimotín
ANTIMOTIN against violent demonstrations, against disorders, against uprisings and insuffering

antimundialista
ANTIMUNDIALISTA which is against the World Cup

antimusulmana
ANTIMUSULMANA against the Muslim religion 2.  Person, entity or organization that detests Muslims.

antimusulmána
AMTIMUSULMANA spelling error by ANTIMUSULMANA, which is against the Muslim or Muslim lis.

antinapoleónica
ANTINAPOLEONIC against the Emperor of France, Napoleon Bonaparte

antinapoleónico
ANTINAPOLEON against the regime or ideology of Napoleon Bonaparte. 

antinarcotico
ANTINARCOTIC spelling error by ANTINARCOTIC

antinarcótica
ANTINARCTIC against narcotics and narcotics trafficking. 



antinarcótico
ANTI-NARCOTICS against the production, trafficking and marketing of illegal drugs

antinmigración
ANTI-IMMIGRATION (someone or something) that is against the immigration process and immigrants

antinmigrante
ANTINMIGRANTE Spelling Error by ANTIINMIGRANTE

antinstitucional
ANTINSTITUCIONAL error by ANTIINSTITUCIONAL , against the institution

antinutricional
ANTINUTRITION that goes against an appropriate food diet.

antioficialista
ANTIOFICIALIST against the government Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be opoficialist,
oppositionist

antiojeras
ANTI-DARK CIRCLES vulgarism by BLINKERS

antioligárquica
ANTIOLIGARCHIC see ANTIOLIGARCHIC

antioligárquico
ANTI-OLIGARCHIC against the OLIGARCHY or what is of oligarchic character, that is, of a government administered by
a privileged few. 

antiolvido
ANTIOLVIDO Element that contributes to remember better ( something ) 

antipaparazzi
ANTIPAPARAZZI against marketable compromising image-hunting photographers

antipánico
ANTIPANIC (device, action, medication) against panic

antipederastia
ANTIPEDERASTIA against the sexual relationship of adults with minors . 

antiperiodismo



ANTI-JOURNALISM publication whose primary objective is not to inform, but rather to attempt other immoral or
unethical objectives, such as, ideologically directing, deceptively orienting towards a trademark, or pretending personal
benefits (economic, labor, social). 

antipetismo
ANTIPETISM against the Workers' Party (PT) 

antipiquetes
ANTIPIQUETES against pickets or organized groups to contribute to the success of a strike or protest. 

antipiratería
ANTIPIRATORY against piracy or intellectual theft of copyright. 

antipobreza
ANTIPOBREZA Against Poverty . 

antipoesía
ANTIPOESIA poetry that aims to destroy the established canons and which it considers obsolete and deciduous.  It
questions the values that society has dragged up to this point.

antipoeta
ANTIPOETA writer of cave poetry, of exacerbated social criticism, created by Nicanor Parra ( 1914- 2018 ) 

antipolicial
ANTI-POLICE against the police and what is related to them

antipolicía
ANTI-POLICE against the police

antipolución
ANTIPOLUTION against environmental pollution

antipopular
ANTIPOPULAR that's against what most people want

antiportonazo
ANTIPORTONAZO in Chile : against assaults when getting out of the car to open the gate of the house. 

antipresidencialismo
ANTIPRESIDENCIALISM against a system of presidential government, that is, in which the president, the executive
branch, has a predominant power over the legislative branch. 



antiprivilegio
ANTIPRIVILEGIO and better, ANTIPRIVILEGIOS , against privileges ( classes ) 

antipulgas
Flea exterminator ANTIPULGAS

antiracista
ANTIRACISTA spelling error by ANTIRRACISTA

antirevolucionario
ANTI-REVOLUTIONARY Spelling error by ANTI-REVOLUTIONARY

antirrebote
ANTIRREBOTE Tell yourself something that helps to avoid regaining the weight lost by some treatment or diet.

antirrevolucionario
ANTIREVOLUTIONARY Said of a person : That it has an ideology contrary to the saying revolution of an event : It is,
acts or works against a previous revolutionary process.

antirrozaduras
ANTIRROZADURAS For pirl chafing 2 .  In the form of chafing protection. 

antirrusa
ANTI-RUSSIAN f .  of ANTIRRUSO

antirruso
ANTIRRUSO against the Russians, or what is of Russian origin.  Anti-Soviet

antiseñorial
ANTISYRIAL that takes away your lordship, elegance, majestuosudad.  2 That goes against distinction and pomposity. 

antiseparatista
ANTISEPARARISTA who is against secession . 

antisexy
ANTISEXY that dulls and neutralizes sensuality

antisindicalizacion
ANTI-UNION against the creation of trade unions and the incorporation of workers into such organizations

antisindicalización
ANTISINDICAL ideology that advocates the non-incorporation of workers into trade unions.



antisistema
ANTISISTEMA against the norms, laws or customs established and in force. 

antisistemático
ANTI-SYSTEM against the system or systematization

antisistémico
ANTISISTMIC that goes against the established political, economic or social order and that tries to change or improve it.

antisoborno
ANTISOBORNO against bribery, which tries to prevent people from being bought with money to perform illegal acts.

antisuicidio
ANTISUICIDIOS (and not ANTIDUICIDIO ) against the practice of suicide .   The state, faced with the alarming number
of suicides in Chile, the second highest in the world per capita, has implemented telehelp and other means of counseling
and methods of supporting the dismissal of suicide, especially young people. 

antitecnológico
ANTITECNOLOGICAL, A which is or is against technology, the incorporation of equipment, machines and technological
procedures into human activities

antiterraza
ANRITERRAZA and better ANTI TERRACE contrary to what it seems, it is nothing against the terraces.  ANTI is the
brand and terrace is the living room where it provides its services.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be terrace of anti, @antiterraza

antitécnico
ANTINIC THAT is against the technical.  It is generally a misuse of the term, when in fact it is intended to say
ANTITECNOLOGICAL/E]

antitrust
ANTITRUST anglilicism by ANTIMONOPOLIOS

antiulceroso
ANTIULCER AGAINST ulcers

antiunamuniano
ANTIUNAMUNIANO which is against Miguel de Unamuno and Lugo or his work

antiunilateralista
ANTIUNILATERALIST Against unilateralism, habit of acting without consulting or sharing previously with others. 



antivacunas
ANTIVACUNAS that is against vaccination as a means of protection or antiviral defense.  Chile happily has a long
positive history and people have been vaccinated in 100% of the target population against covid-19 , ignoring a couple
of anti-vaccine types who argued that such a vaccine was conspiratorial of Bill Gates and his group to dominate minds
around the world

antivaho
ANTIVAHO against vapour or impaling

antivao
ANTIVAO spelling error by ANTIVAHO

antiviolencia
ANTIVIOLENCIA against violence

antivuelco
ANTIVUELCO that prevents and attempts to prevent overturning.  2 .  protecting in case of overturning of the vehicle :
roll cage. 

antiyihadista
ANTIYIHADISTA against Islamic State terrorists.  ( jihad ) 

antojito
ANTOJITO in Mexico: food that is sold and served on the street. 

antojos
A plural ANTOJOS ANXIETy for getting something, usually something to eat or drink, but it can still be a dress, a
deporivo car or a few red shoes.

antonimo de abominar
ANTONIMO DE ABOMINAR error por ANTÓNIMO DE ABOMINAR; to abhor is to hate, to curse.  Ergo, the antonym is
to want (to love), to bless

antonimo de anadear
ANTONIMO DE ANADEAR Spelling error by ANADEAR ANADEar is walking like an anade, a duck.  There is no
anonymity per se, for there are many ways to walk.

antonimo de bullante
ANTONIMO DE BULLANTE error by ANTÓNIMO DE BULLENTE

antonimo de dejo
ANTONIMO DEJO 1 .  Left has as antonym continued , continued 2 .  Dejo , small insinuation or rest , has as antonym
Intense , immense , huge , noun , substantial , considerable , great



antonimo de desorden
ANTONIMO OF DESORDEN order

antonimo de dormitorio
BEDROOM ANTONIMO SPAM

antonimo de espia
ANTONIMO DE ESPIA SPAM

antonimo de grito
ANTONIMO DE GRITO PEOPLE IN THE DICTIONARY DON'T KNOW SPELLING.  FORGIVE THEM, SIR.  See
ANTONYM OF SCREAM Or will it do it to bulk up the statistics and charge more for the warning?

antonimo de gubernamental
GUBERNAMENTAL (and non-government antonimous) Private .  In economics only two sectors are defined:
government, government or public, and private.  But the same goes for education and health. 

antonimo de habla
ANTONYM OF SPEAKS of the verb to speak : Calla .  Antonym of the noun speaks : mudez

antonimo de hado
ANTONIMO DE HADO WHEN meaning . org will place tilde to antonym?

antonimo de importar
ANTONIMO DE IMPORTAR ver ANTÓNIMO DE IMPORTAR

antonimo de inalámbrico
ANTONYM OF CORDED WIRELESS, Wired: Wireless circuit versus wired circuit. 

antonimo de indice de refraccion
ANTONIMO OF REFRACTIVE INDEX See ANTONYM OF REFRACTIVE INDEX

antonimo de lasitud
ANONYMITY OF TENSION

antonimo de nuera
ANTONYM OF DAUGHTER-IN-LAW and not ANTONIMO Father-in-law, mother-in-law

antonimo de orfanato
ANTONIMO DE ORFANATO error by ANTONYM OF ORPHANAGE; an orphanage is a residence for children without
parents.  A residence for children with parents is a BOARDING SCHOOL, although this term includes the requirement to
educate, which in the orphanage also usually occurs but is not intrinsic to it. 



antonimo de pintor
ANTONIMO DE PINTOR It has no anonymity as there is no activity contrary to painting, which if there were would be,
probably, impintor.  The closest thing is someone who can't draw or who scratches, a scratcher.  The writer's anonymity
is an illiterate. 

antonimo de queso
ANTONIMO DE QUESO spelling error by ANTONIMO DE QUESO the answer is NO EXISTS .  Living things and, food,
except for some rare exception DO NOT HAVE AN OPPOSITE. 

antonimo de risueña
ANTONIMO DE RISUEÑA sad, cockizbajo , meditating

antonimo de terzura
ANTONIMO DE TERZURA ERROR BY ANTONYM OF TERSURA

antorchista
ANTORCHISTA who carries the torch before the Olympic Games, during a stretch, from the city of Olympia, Greece to
that of the next event.  2 .  Sportsman who with the torch lights the Olympic flame of the pebetero 3.  Any torchbearer. 

antónimo de bullente
ANTONYM OF BULLENTE silent, quiet, calm, calm.  With a lot of bulla it is said BULLENTE and not BULLANTE

antónimo de dormitorio
ANTONYM OF BEDROOM the bedroom has the main attribute of being an enclosed area to sleep.  Then there are two
possible antonyms an open enclosure and an enclosure to be awake.  The closest thing to the second case is a LIVING
or living room.  The closest thing to the first case is a hammock (and its surroundings) that is to say a place with
hammock (hamacal?) 

antónimo de espía
Antonym of spy Being a spy who seeks information secretly and illegally, his antonym is who does it in an open or
reserved way, but legally: that is an INVESTIGATOR. 

antónimo de grito
The most appropriate antonym is murmur. 

antónimo de importar
ANTONYM OF IMPORT export, sell outside the country or territory where it is produced

antónimo de nulo
NULL Un invalid, invalid

antónimo de tersura
ANTONYM OF SMOOTHness Roughness



antónomo
ANTONOMO The term is ANTONIMO

antropizada
ANTROPIZED Women's ANTROPIZADA

antropogenica
ANTHROPOGENIC spelling error , female by ANTHROPOGENIC of the Greek ANTHROPOS , human being and
GENOS , begeting , producing , family , caste; concerning effects, processes or materials produced by human activities

antropogénica
ANTROPOGENIC , A from Greek to tropes, man, human and genesis, creation that is the result of human action. 

antropometrista
ANTROPOMETRISTA of the Greek antrpos, man and metron , measured and the suffix -ista , which performs the work
or function; specialist in ANTROPOMETRY, related to the measurements and proportion of the human body. 

antropomorfismo
ANTROPOMORPHISM Attribution of human form or qualities to non-human, especially to deities, animals or things

antros
PLURAL ANTROS of ANTRO, from Latin antrum, grotto, lair.  in medicine : ochanness in certain organs such as gastric
den or stomach den, located before the crown and connecting to the duodenum.  2 .  Establishment of bad reputation.  3
.  Alternative name for nightclubs, pubs and other drinking grounds. 

antrópicas
ANTPICAS f .  Plural of ANTROPIC of man antrophos, human being.  That are result or have been modified by humans.

antsy
ANTSY slang by tense, nervous

anuri
ANURI 1 .  of Italian anuri, plural of anura, genus of amphibians that, as adults lose their tail, in Spanish anuros.  It
comes from the participle of the Latin verb which means to jump.  2 .  Possibly it is a spelling error by ANURIA, from
Latin AN, lack of and URIA, urine, disease in which there is an excretion less than 50 ml.  urine resulting from an
aggravation of OLIGURIA. 

añatuya
AÑATUYA 1 .  Head city of the department General Taboada, of the province of Santiago del Estero.  2 .  Guarani word
meaning fox, by the smell that fires this mammal.

año educativo
EDUCATIONAL YEAR Refers to the school year, different from the calendar year in the sense that considers the school
months only, In the southern hemisphere, March to December approximately.



año nuevo chino
NEW YEAR CHINO officially Spring Festival or Lunar New Year, begins with the second moon after the winter solstice,
so you can start between January 21st and February 20th.  The celebrations last 15 days, until the Full Moon arrives. 
Holidays are the first 7.  The year 2021 from the eve (February 11) to the Lantern Festival ( February 26, 2021).  
Chinese New Year 2021 was February 12 and lasts until January 31, 2022. At the end of the celebrations is held the
famous and beautiful Festival of Lanterns and the traditional Dragon Dance with colorful figures, made of papers and
fabrics, which dance among those present.  

apachurramiento
APACHURRATION Action and effect of APACHURRAR Crush something so that it looks inside .  2 .  Spoil a story or
story, spoil it.

apacibles
APACIBLES plural of APACIBLE, quiet, peaceful

apagafuegos
POWER OFF 1 . that puts out fires 2.  that puts cold cloths, which reduces the temperature of a conflict

apanizado
APANIZADO in Chile, Costa Rica and Cuba, smear a meat with breadcrumbs, coat bread

aparcabicicletas
BICYCLE PARKING person, facility or place where it is parked bicycles. 

aparcabicis
APARCABICIS bike park apocope, bike parking structure. 

aparejo de fondo
BOTTOM GEAR IN FISHING: GEAR is called the set of elements necessary to carry out the activity of fishing, but also,
as here, is used to designate the final part of the line.  Then, there are different modalities and the bottom, also called
thoroughly, consists of taking the hook to the bottom so that the fish of those surroundings go for the bait.  This requires
knowledge of wildlife and habitat if you want to be successful. 

aparente pérdida temporal de la conciencia
APPEARANCE TEMPORARY LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS Spelling Error .  What can suffer temporary loss is
consciousness knowing that you are and are.  For physiological reasons or by an accident you may lose that state,
temporarily or permanently.  Consciousness, on the other hand, is a moral or ethical condition : I am aware of the
poverty of this country and how privileged I am.

apariencias
APPEARANCES what gives the impression of being, what appears to be

apart hotel
APART HOTEL rental system of furnished apartments for hours or days, with toilet service included. 



apatía e indiferencia en los asuntos públicos
APATHY AND INDIENCE IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS Phrase describing the general population, who has no interest in the
public thing if it is not to obtain some personal benefit. State or local government.

apelortonada
APELORTONADA The correct expression is APELOTONADO , A

apentencia
APETENCE Wishes , desire (to do something )

apeñuscam
APEUSCAM spelling error by APEUSCAR .  See E]APE-USCAR . 

apercibimientos
APERCIBITIONS, plural of APERCIBITION , Preparation, action to prepare or dispose

aperiente aparece en la traduccion del ser y el tiempo heidegger
APERIENTE ortographic or typographic error for APARENTE spanish for APPARENT Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be aparente, apparent

aperplejar
APERPEJAR Leave stunned, speechless

apesadúmbrale
APESAD-MBRARLE Pronominal form of the verb apesadumbrar , second singular person of the imperative mode : Give
sorrow or sorrow to someone .  Grieving.

apetito sexual
SEXUAL APPETITE desire to have sex, libido, inner strength that moves living beings to mate to ensure the continuity
of the species. 

apéate
ABIDE imperative to GET OFF, get off (from a horse, vehicle) 

aplanados
FlatTENED plural flattening, particious of the verb APLANAR , match , crush , MESETEAR

aplanar la curva
FLATTEN THE CURVE Mathematical statistical expression that involves reducing the R0 of an event propagation so
that the multiplication rate of R remains stable (or almost) over time.  As the rate tends to 1, the curve tends to horizontal
and is said to have been flattened or is flattened.  On the other hand, when the rate goes into expansion, that is, the
increment per unit of time is increasing, the curve becomes exponential and steep to become almost vertical.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be reducing r0, dampening the curve, stabilizing



aplastados
CRUSHED plural crushed , participle of the verb APLASTAR flatten , reduce the height or volume of an object or person
by means of one or more blows.

aplicados
APPLICABLE Plural APPLIED .  See APPLICABLE .

aplicatovo
APLICATOVO spelling error by APLICATIVO , which applies ( to the case ) 

aplixado
APPLIED 1 .  Hard person in what he does.  2 .  Past participle of the verb APPLY : that applies one material or object to
another .  Makeup application, color application.  3 .  Place applications or fakes .  4 .  Apply, apply for a position,
vacation or job.  This meaning comes from English to apply, apply.

apoltronando
APOLTRONADO sunk in the poltrona

aporimas
APORIMA Aporia Paradox

aporías
APORÍAS , plural of APORIA of Greek to, without and pores, passage, is something very difficult to understand or
interpret, impractical.  Unsurpassed logical difficulty of reasoning or its conclusion :

aposia
APOSIA from Greek to, without posis, lack of thirst and quality.

apotico
APOTIC (and not APOTICO) In the Warframe video game, apathetics are consumable tools that can be used in the
shrines found in any Grineer Forest mission. Their plans are obtained by progressing in the adventure of The Silver
Grove.

apoyador
SUPPORTIVE, helping, stimulating 2 .  In bridge: the companion of the overdeclarant, both .  in the defensive position of
the shot (one-handed). 

apoyalibro
SUPPORT book bra that is placed at the ends of a group of books standing, in order to keep them standing and sorted
side by side. 

apócope
GROUP LITERARY FIGURE 1 SUBgroup DICTION FIGURES 1 . 1 Transformation figures or metaplasm, consisting of
16 figures, namely : 1 . 1 . 1 ANAGRAM 1 . 1 . 2 APHERESIS 1 . 1 3 SYNCOPATION 1 . 1 . 4 . ]APOCOPE 1 . 1 . 5



BATOLOGY 1 . 1 6 PROSTHETICS 1 . 1 7 EPÉNTESIS 1 . 1 . 8 PARAGOGE 1 . 1 . 9 TELL HIM 1 . 1 . 10 SISTOLE 1 .
1 . 11 DIALEFA . 1 . 1 . 12 SYNERESIS 1 . 1 . 13 SINALEFA 1 . 1 . 14 ECTHLISIS 1 1 . 15 METASTESIS 1 . 1 . 16
BARTER .  The apocope consists of removing the last letters of a word. 

apócopes
PLURAL APCOPES of AP-COPE

appetizer
APPETIZER anglilicism by canapé

appetizers
APOETIZERS plural by APOETIZER canapé

applet
APPLET short computer program that performs a specific task.  They were originally called routine and subroutines in
the 60s to 80s

approach
APPROACH English term meaning 1 .  Approach 2 .  way to attack (a problem, a situation) 3.  Viewpoint regarding a
problem. 

aprende en casa
LEARN AT HOME in Mexico: website, of the educational authority of Mexico City, which as of October 19, 2020 has
available the educational page www. I learn at home. Mx

aprendiz
APRENDIZ spanish for ROOKIE Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be novato, beginner

aprendizaje automatizado
MACHINE LEARNING see MACHINE LEARNING, interaction with the computer through an AI application ( artificial
intelligence ) 

aprendizaje automático
MACHINE LEARNING subset of AI tools that develop systems that learn and improve performance, depending on the
information they acquire (input) 

aprendizaje tecnológico
TECHNOLOGICAL LEARNING acquisition of knowledge and experience in the operation of machines and electronics

aprensiones
APPREHENSIONS pl .  of APPREHENSION , who has doubts , fear , restlessness

apretar cachete



SQUEEZE CACHETE in Chile : Flee, start

apretar el cogote al pavo
TIGHTENING ELCOGOTE TO TURKEY IN CHILE : masturbating the man

après-ski
APRS-SKI of French APRS dsspués and SKI , skiing .  It refers to an after-skiing activity, such as having dinner,
dancing, having sex.

aprobados
APPROVED plural APPROVED , past participle of the verb APPROVE OK , go well (in an exam )

aproblemar
APROBLEMAR , SE Complicar , is .  Cause complications or concerns.  Disturb, disturb. 

aprontarce
APRONTARCE spelling error by APRONTARSE, reflexive form of the verb APRONTAR, prepare for something that
comes

apste
APSTE Association for Production , Storage and Trading of Electricity .  Bulgarian company dedicated to renewable
energy and the environment

apto
APTO Trained : He was declared fit to do military service.  2 .  Suitable : This spray is suitable for disinfecting the
kitchen, but also hands.

aptos
APTOS , plural of APTO See APTO

apue
APUE in Colombia : ditto .  Term that means I agree with the sayings.  It's an apócope of approval. 

apunamiento
APUNATION suffering from altitude sickness, feeling the effect of puna

aquo
Water AQUO

arado de ruedas
ARADO DE RUEDAS plow that was introduced in the eleventh century, with wheels and landfill.  The landfill is a device
to guide the groove and flip the earth, a la linked rudder that goes in the back.  This new plow allowed a significant
increase in agricultural productivity and the exploitation of larger areas more difficult to plow. 



araña de patas largas
LONG-LEGGED SPIDER spider of the family Scytodidae that can be found throughout Latin America. 

araña roja
RED SPIDER Tetranychus urticae of the tetraniquid family, which feeds on plants from dry places and is usually
considered a pest.  It feeds by sucking the sap of the plant, turning yellow plant cells, observable in the bundle of leaves.

arauka
ARAUKA 1 .  Boutique in Alajuela , Costa Rica 2 .  2 .  Hotrl in Bad Sole-Salmunster, Germany

arazá rojo
ARAZ RED eugenia stitipata is an Amazonian shrub, and also its fruit, which grows in the western Amazon region,
between the Marañon and Ucayali rivers.  She's a mirtácea. 

arbol de mango
MANGO ARBOL See MANGO

arbol timbo
TIMBO or timbó light wood tree, waterproof.  The duramen is chestnut-pink, with the yellowish albura.  It is used for
openings, outdoor furniture, parquet and construction and naval carpentry.  Sometimes it brings infections that affect the
human being causing hives and dermatological damage.

arboleada
ARBOLED of the verb tree : It has been profusely populated with trees.  Not to be confused with groves which is the
land populated by trees

arboretum
ARBORETUM spacious park-like place where woody trees and plants are grown. 

arborífera
ARBORIFEROUS female ARBORIFEROUS

arborífero
ARBORIFEROUS that produces trees, which contains trees.

arca vacia
EMPTY ARK its common use is EMPTY ARKS, plural.  It means being moneyless, broken.  Ark is a term used for tax
accounts or funds. 

arce real
ARCE REAL Tree of the Sapindaceae family .  It is common from the border of Spain with France following north to
Norway and east to Asia Minor.  Its banana leaf is the symbol that appears on the flag of Canada.  It is usually 25
meters high, but reaches 35 meters.



archienemiga
ARCHIENEMIGO , A archi is a prefix that, when it goes before a noun, means superiority or preeminence.  It is therefore
a prominent enemy, perhaps the greatest you can have.

archifamosa
ARCHIFAMOSO female ARCHIFAMOSA , celebrity

archinariz:
ARCHINARIZ : SEE ARCHINARIZ

arcones
ARCONES , plural of ARCON .  1 .  Chest or large suitcase where variety of items are stored.  2 .  Rectangular base
freezer, with lid.

ardeal
ARDEAL is the other name with which it calls the region of Transylvania, in the central northwest of Romania.

ardid maña
ARDID MAÑA error of entering synonyms into a word as a trick that, by not separating them by a comma the application
does not recognize the expression . 

ardimalas
REGICIDIO Action to murder a king, monarch, a queen or a princess or royal prince

areca
ARECA Group of palm trees that has more than 50 species, from the decorative ones for the living room to the
traditional palm tree up to 6 meters high.  Its scientific name is Dypsis Lutescens and can be found mainly from Malaysia
to the Solomon Islands, but there are species in South America.  They are warm climate It is typical to dry the tips of the
leaves by the dry atmosphere.  It's not pruned.  It often has several logs

arecas enanas
ARECAS ENANAS plural of ARECA ENANA .  vER ARECA ENANA

arelitui
ARELITUI is an acronym for PROPERY .  The other question of the schoolwork was IOINLUCMANI which is an
acronym for LIGHTING. 

arellanarse
GET OUT of stretching out in a seat or armchair, becoming more comfortable. 

arepera
AREPERA 1 .  in Venezuela : Place or commercial establishment intended for the sale of arepas as main course 2 . 
related or belonging to the arepa.  3 .  Kitchen appliance to make arepas



arepuela
AREPUELA small pancakes, sweet or salty, thinner than normal pancakes.  Arepas in Costa Rica.  A dough based on
flour, eggs, sugar, vanilla essence, butter and salt is prepared.   Sometimes they bathe them with honey, syrup or add
slices of banana, strawberries or cheese to the dough, in the style of crepes. 

arepuelas
AREPUELAS plural of AREPUELApanqueques small, sweet or salty, thinner than normal pancakes.  Arepas in Puerto
Rico. 

argentinada
ARGENTINA in Argentina: make a barbarity typical of Argentine (economists or politicians)

argentinizarse
ARGENTINIZARSE 1 .  convert to local currency 2 .  Become more Argentinian, acquire the customs of Argentines. 

argivos
ARGIVOS plural of ARGIVO, which is from Argos, city of Greece, northeast of the Peloponnese.  2 .  relative to the
inhabitants of Argos. 

argollas
ARGOLLAS plural de ARGOLLA , ring

argoz
ARGOS ( and not Argoz ) Name of various deities in Greek mythkology 1 .  Argos Panoptes was a cyclops who, instead
of having an eye, was 100.  2 .  The best known is Argos, son of Aréstor, construction of ships, among them the Argo,
and whose crew were the Argonauts.  3 . Argos, son of Zeus, eponymous of the Greek ciudas of Argos There is the
possibility of being a spelling error by slang slang used by a group that has a common, professional, intellectual, artistic
or criminal activity.

arguia
ARGUIA , verbal form of the verb arguir , imperfect past, third person of the syngula : Alegar , Argumentar ,

argumentable
ARGUABLE that can be discussed, debatable

argumentum
ARGUMENTUM Latinism argument , argumentation there are 14 types : argument to silentio , ad antiquitatem , ad
baculum , ad consequentiam , ad crumenam , ad hominem , ad ignorantiam , ad lazarum , ad logicam ad misericordiam
, ad nauseam , ad novitatem , ad populum , ad verecundiam .  . 

arguntendidas
ARGUNTENDIDAS word of the gíglico de Cortázar , ( Rayuela , cap .  68 )   .  .  . it was resolved in a deep pinice, in
niolamas of arguntendida gauze, in almost cruel carinias that ordopenaban them.  .  .  .  can be Healings with extended
gauze or rolled gauze



argusta
ARGUSTO , A It is a non-existent term so we can infer that it is a spelling error or phonetic deformation by AUGUSTO,
A, which instills and provokes great admiration and respect for his excellence and majesty

argüendero
ARGENDERO in El Salvador and Mexico chismoso .  2 .  In Mexico, a person's language

arikara
ARIKARA American Aboriginal tribe whose name comes from the pawnee PARIKI but which were called tanish.  They
lived on the upper Missouri course, between the Cheyene River and fort Berthold. 

aristocratizante
ARISTOCRATIZANTE that elevates to a very exclusive category, of high social valuation.  That ennobles.

aristócratas
ARISTOCRATS pl .  of ARISTOCRAT , a person belonging to the upper class of society and who holds titles of nobility . 
2 .  Person who stands out for his excellence in some aspect over his peers. 

aristrocracia
ARISTROCRACY misspelling by ARISTOCRACY , government of an elite . 

arlenne
ARLENNE female name, of Celtic origin.  It means PROMISE or COMMITMENT.  Its male equivalent is Arlen

armapleitos
ARMAPLEITOS Very conflicting person, who easily engages in disputes for reasons of nimes.

armarse
ARMARSE in Chile : 1 .  Get rich 2.  Earn silver in the game having started with much less. 

armigazo
ARMIGAZO spelling error byAMIGAZO colloquial term for a great, augmentative friend of AMIGO.  In Chile it is used to
call someone who has done or is being asked for an important favor. 

armoles
ARMALS ( and not ARMOLES ) pronominal form of the third singular person of the indefinite preterite of the verb
ARMAR equivalent to say ( the ) armed them

arnaco
ARNACO in Colombia : old thing. 

arnerear
ARNEREAR Spelling Error by HARNEREAR .  Pass through a sieve, sieve or cedazo .



arnillas
RNAILLAS surname of Visigothic origin, which has derived over time, by phonetic deformation, in surnames such as
Arenillas.  It comes from Arno, which means hive. 

arnm
MRNA 3 types of RNA are known, and all are involved in protein synthesis: ribozomal RNA, rNRNA, messenger RNA,
mRNA and transfer RNA, nRNA.   Messenger RNA (messenger ribonucleic acid) is a sequence of nucleotides that
corresponds to the transcription of a piece of DNA ( gene), which determines the order in which the amino acids of a
protein will bind acting as a template for the synthesis of that protein. 

aroyo
AROYO Does not exist , See ARROYO

arqueobacteria
ARCHEOBACTERIA of the Greek archeos, ancient; non-pathogenic bacteria that abound in the guts of humans and
ruminants.  They help digest food. 

arqui-deco
ARQUI-DECO Deco architectural style, part of art deco? , popular design movement from 1920 to 1939 that influenced
the world's decorative arts such as architecture, interior design, and graphic and industrial design; as well as the visual
arts: fashion, painting, engraving, sculpture and cinematography

arrabaliana
ARRABALIANA of the Arab Hispanic arrabad, belonging to or relating to the arrabales, periphery, remote and poor
areas of a city. 

arrabaliano
ARRABALIANO arrabalero, belonging to the suburbs or slums of a city

arrastrar la bolsa del pan
DRAG THE PAN BAG in Chile : tell yourself about the woman who is still a virgin

arredar
ARREDAR Portuguese verb meaning to remove, remove, transport (something or someone), divert (se) 

arreglos
ARRANGEMENTS 1 .  Ornamentation for an event: floral arrangements 2 .  Agreements: arrangements for a wedding 3
.  Repairs or improvements: domestic arrangements.  4 .  Wardrobe repair: arrangements are made is a typical
seamstress or tailor sign

arreglóse
FIX reflexive form of indefinite preterite, third singular person of the verb fix ( se ) 

arreguindarse



ARREGUINSE in Venezuela and Dominican Republic : hold on to one thing, usually a rope or rope, so as not to fall or
be slingned.  2 .  Venezuela : Besathing a person for a certain purpose. 

arrimar cebolleta
ARRIMAR THE CEBOLLETA approach the penis in disguised form so that it has contact with the woman, or another
person, for example, in a crowded at or at a dance. 

arrimar el bochín
ARRIMAR EL BOCHÍN in Argentina: make the man maneuvers to improve his chances of conquering a woman.  The
phrase comes from the game of bocce ball, in which the player's bocce must be as close as possible to the bochín.  For
the above, the correct thing would be to say approach the bochín

arrochar
ARROCHAR v .  In Peru: colloquially, despise, reject

arroz graneado
GRANEADO ARROZ in Chile : someone who only goes figuratively, without power.  Allegory that grained rice only
serves as an accompaniment on a meat or fish dish. 

arruinaguachos
ARRUINAGUACHOS in Argentina : from quechua cuzqueño wakcha meaning poor, orphan.  He's a PESADO who
abused a kid who's the brother of another heavy man who passes him the ballot (kills him). 

arrumacos
PLURAL ARRUMACOS of ARRUMACO Demonstration of affection that is made through gestures to young children.  2 .
 Embellished or quirky clothing

art deco
ART DECO style of cheerful and worldly design that dominated from 1920 and ended with the beginning of the Second
World War, where the world became darker and darker.  It covered, in addition to the traditional fields of design, the
visual arts such as fashion, engraving, painting, sculpture and cinematography. 

arte dramático
DRAMATIC ART in Theater : there are 4 types of performances on a stage 1 .  Comic theatre or COMEDY , 2 .  Tragic
theater or TRAGEDY, in which you fight against fate and the gods 3 .  Dramatic theater or DRAMA in which comic and
dramatic elements are mixed, and may result in happy or sad endings.  4 . Children's theater, in which it is intended to
amuse and teach values. 

arte povera
ART POVERA Italianism derived from povere, poor; art made from humble, non-industrial materials, and which emerged
in Italy in the 1960s. 

artesanías
ARTESANIAS plural of ARTESANIA



artesta
ARREST ERROR BY ARTIST

arteterapia
ART THERAPY clinical treatment based on dedicating the patient to paint, sculpt, weave, perform craftsmanship or
goldsmithing, or other creative activity that leads to a recovery of mental balance. 

articulos
PLURAL ARTICLES OF ARTICLE 1 .  Part that accompanies the noun and that declines in gender and number along
with it .  They're from two types to.  DETERMINED ( the , the , the , the ) and b .  INDETERMINATE ( a , a , one , a ) . 
The article can replace the noun ( TACCITO ), in which case we talk about substantive article : The triumph again was of
it .  2 .  Each of the paragraphs of a law, regulation, contract or other official document that is part of the enumeration of
clauses.  These paragraphs may, in turn, be composed of subparagraphs or subsections, and the subsections, in turn,
may contain herepites bis , ter , quater , quinter, etc.  3 .  Each of the products of a business or industry : toiletries .

artilugio tecnológico
TECHNOLOGICAL CONTRAPTION A convoluted mechanism that is built through the application of electronic
technology. 

artistas
ARTISTS, PLURAL ARTIST.  People who are engaged in some branch of Art, namely painting, sculpture, literature,
theater, music, singing, dance or cinema (eighth art).  People who are dedicated to creating beautiful things.

artisticoide
ARTISTICOIDE despective of artistic

artivista
ARTIVISTA neologism by artistic promoter

artículos domésticos
DOMESTIC ITEMS Non-food products used in the home.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
household items

artímere
ARTICLE 1 .  Extreme barbarism by Archimedes or Archimides, of Syracuse, physicist, engineer, inventor, astronomer
and Greek mathematician, considered one of the most important scientists of Antiquity 2.  There is a woman in the
networks named Aarti Mere 3.  Haathi mere sathi is a 1971 Indian film in which the protagonist shares a strong bond
with his fellow elephants, but his wife becomes jealous of animals. 

arutan
ARUTAN phonetic deformation of ARUTAM, great spirit of the Shuar Indians, who inhabit the jungles of Ecuador and
Peru. 

artillería
ARTILLERY weapon set of an army intended to fire projectiles at great distance by detonating some explosive. 



asa rey de juda
AS KING OF JUDA fifth king of the house of David and third of the kingdom of Judah.  Saul, David, and Solomon (965–928) were the three kings of the United Kingdom of Israel, after which they separated into the kingdoms of Judah and Israel.  Nieto de Roboam and son of Abadiah, ruled 41 years, from 913 to 873 a. C.  He died probably gangrene, for at that time sorcery was used more than medicine to treat this ailment.  According to Hebrew writing should be pronounced rather Asa and not Asa , (which is the usual in the Hebrew and Aramaic language), as some bibliography says. 

asaltos
ASSAULTS plural of ASSAULT

asamblearismo
ASSEMBLY doctrine by which it is intended to give the possibility of direct and non-delegated intervention to the
different states of the people, civil organizations, in terms of legislating and leading a country. 

asar la manteca
ASAR THE MANTECA Be stupid.  Doing stupid things.  The butter if passed becomes liquid and drains, getting lost. 
Poe that the saying is dumber than the one who passed the butter.

ascepcion
the correct word is Acepción and is thus called each of the meanings attributed to a given word, which varies depending
on the contexts in which it appears.

asegurados
INSURED , plural of ASSURED 1 .  Said of a good : It is protected against any or more risks, so that if it suffers partial
damage or total loss, the good will be restored, in part or totally in accordance with the policy insurance clauses, by the
insurer.  2 .  Said of a risk condition : That the person or object is well subjected or protected from accidents, e.g.
well-tied, belted or safe clothing, with height drop protection harness, with fireproof or padded clothing, that an object is
well-attached , screwed, glued, supported so that it does not suffer damage from detachment, blow, fall, fire, explosion
or other accident. 3 .  Paticiple of the verb ENSURE AND ENSURE , order or take care of that you have security or
certainty .

asentados
SETTLED , plural of ASENTADO Said of a person : That he has settled to live (somewhere) permanently.  A crowd will
generate a SETTLEMENT 2.  Saying of a tool or utensil.  that has been properly sharpened 3.  Support one thing on
some basis, so that it is firm and safe. 4 .  Put or fix something else.

asentimental
ASENTIMENTAL from Greek to (also an), deprivation, denial;  without feelings, in a cold and calculating way. 

aseóse
SEES REFLEXIVE third-person singular form of the indefinite past tense of the verb ASEAR (SE). 

asertado o acertado
ASERTADO OR ACERTADO asertado is the past participle of the verb ASERTAR Successful is the past participle of
the verb ACERTAR Both are correct and depends on the context in which they are used.

asesinos
ASSASSINS pl .  of KILLER (person, animal) who kills



asesora del hogar
HOME ADVISOR in Chile, legal name given to domestic workers.

asetas
ASCETAS , (and not asetas) plural of ASCETA It is said of the person who practices ascesis .  They were the Christians
of the first centuries who, without leaving their home and family, practiced vows of poverty and humility.

asi como
AS WELL as adverbial expression equivalent to AS ALSO to enunciate something or someone who adds to what has
already been said : Julian, as well as Diego Alberto, will be awarded. 

asistencialidad
ASSISTANCE QUALITY OF ASSISTANCE .  attendance

asistidor
ASSISTER in football player who makes the pass-goal.  In basketball it is the pivot, which pivots and assists the one
whocesses. 

asíndeton
ASNDETON literary figure of the group of 1 .  Diction figures consisting of the 4 subgroups 1. 1 TRANSFORMATION
FIGURES or METAPLASMOs , 1 . 2 REPEAT FIGURES 1 . 3 OMISSION FIGURES and 1 . 4 .  POSITION FIGURES . 
Within the omission figures are 1. 3 . 1 SONDETON , 1 . 3 . 2 Zeugma , 1 . 3 . 3 .  ELLIPSIS or ellipse, 1 . 3 . 4 .   1 . 3 .
4 SILEGMA , 1 3 . 5 RETICENCIA or APOSEOPESIS , 1 . 3 . 6 BRAQUILOGY and 1 . 3 . 7 PARALIPSIS or
PRETERITION .  The asyndeton is the suppression of the copulatory conjunction to enhance the elegance of the
phrase. 

asnos
ASNOS plural of DONKEY ASS .  Figuratively, brute, foolish person, foolish

asociatividad
ASSOCIATIVITY one of my first frustrations when first engineering student went to go looking for this word in the DRAE.
 Not only did the mathematical meaning he had been hearing in Calculation I not appear, but he was not quite.  It was
1963 and today it's still the same.  In economics: mechanism of cooperation between two or more small or
medium-sized entities which, while maintaining their legal and commercial independence, voluntarily come together to
enhance the creation of economies of scale and other benefits.   In mathematics: between two numbers, it means that
the sum or multiplication of them will give the same result, no matter the order of the operation. 

asomao
ASOMAO colloquial form and Spanish localist say ASOMADO , past participle of the verb ASOMAR .

aspectos
PLURAL ASPECTS OF ASPECT See ASPECT Appearance

asperción
ASPERSION (and non-spray) 1 .  Water the holy water with the swab, in small droplets.  2 .  Form of irrigation, which



blurs water, usually by rotating waterers that throw water into guticles throughout the grass and surrounding plants.

aspiracional
ASPIRATIONal that aspires to become

astemico
ASTEMICO misspelling by ASTHENIC

astr
ASTR abbreviation for astronomy

astrobióloga
PROFESSIONAL ASTROBIOLIOGO that is dedicated to ASTROBIOLOGY or study of the origin, evolution, distribution
and future of life in the universe. 

astrofotógrafa
ASTROPHOTOGRAPH FEMALE ASTROPHOTOGRAPHER

astrofotógrafo
ASTROPHOTOGRAPHer who takes professional photographs of the sky and its components

astroscopia
ASTROSCOPY procedure of observation and study of one or more celestial bodies by means of some apparatus.  In
fact, it is surely arthroscopy, procedure to diagnose and treat problems in the joints, inserting a thin duct connected to a
fiber optic video camera through a small incision. 

astroturismo
ASTROTOURISM Travel to outer space for pleasure and fun

asturianadas
ASTURIANADAS folk song, Asturian tune, Asturian song is a lyrical folk music genre developed in Asturias.  They're
lied-type pieces of music.  Asturians, axotas and mariñanaes are distinguished. 

asu
ASU 1 .  Arizona State University 2 .  Alabama State University. 

asumir la derrota
ASSUME DEFEAT accept that it has been lost

asuntos
CASES pl .  of subject , subject , subject , situation .  2 .  Raison d'être , reason



asustadas
PLURAL female FRIGHTENED past participle of the verb ASUSTAR , produce fear, startle

at a glance
AT A GLANCE anglilicism by A VISTAZO , FROM A MIRADA .  GLANCE is a quick look at something or someone, such
as a look of refocus, or a shallow, instant look. 

atacados
A plural ATTACKS of ATTACK participle of the verb ATTACK attack or face an enemy or a target.

atallarinamiento
ATALLARINAMIENTO action and effect of becoming in the form of noodles

ataque temerario
ATTACK TEMERARIO risky attack, with high risk of failure or being heavily damaged.  Reckless is fearless, reckless,
without measuring risks. 

atarbán
ATARBÁN in Colombia: person of abusive and very disrespectful behavior

ataviadas
FENenin ATAVIADAS, plural of ATAVIADO, dressed, in clothing

atejonado
ATEJONADO in Mexico : 1 .  Having a good time at home.  2 .  Crouching down, hiding

atejonados
ATEJONADOS in Mexico: plural of ATEJONADO

atemorizadoras
FEMALE FRIGHTENING plural of FRIGHTENER , . that produces fear, fear. 

atención a la ciudadanía
ATTENTION TO THE CITIZENSHIP headline of a message alerting the general public, which predess the information
that the audience is intended to pay attention to. 

ater
ATER in Argentina : Tax Manager of Entre Ríos .  It's a municipal tax office.

aterradoras
TERRIFYING f .  and plural of MIEDO that produces fear, terror.



aterrizador
ATERRIZADOR that makes you put your feet on the ground, which puts thought and ideas in a more rational and
realistic olane

aterrizaje suave
SOFT LANDING instant an aircraft perches on the sn s handle so that passengers feel the least impact. 

aterrorizador
Terrifying TERRORIZER, terrifying, it produces terror, which scares enormously.

atipodo
ATIPODO possible spelling error by ANTIPODA, place or person who inhabits a diametrically opposed point on the
planet at a length of 180 degrees with respect to the subject. 

atletista
ATLETISTA Athlete

atmósferas
ATMOSPHERES pl .  of ATMOSPHERE .  It is usually used in the plural when dealing with units of pressure, equivalent
to 101. 325 pascals . 

atochamiento
ATOCHAMIENTO accumulation that hinders or prevents the flow (of vehicles especially), traffic congestion, traffic jam

atonicidad muscular
MUSCULAR ATONICITY Muscle tone is the partial, passive and continuous contraction of muscles.  Hypertonia is a
high muscle tone, while hypotonia is a tonic delay.  Atonicity is absence or lack of tone.  Tone regulation is controlled by
alpha and range motorneurons. 

atónitos
ATONITOS plural of ATONITO , perplexed , which has been speechless (by printing ) 

atractivas
ATTRACTIVE plural, feminine ATTRACTIVE that attracts

atrancón
ATRANCON door or closed window to which a lock, bolt or beam has been placed to prevent it from opening from the
other side.  2 .  Sealing produced in a pipeline or pipe

atrapada
TRAPPED f .  Past participle of the verb CATCH , capture , hunt , grab

atrapadas



TRAPPED f .  and plural of ATRAPADO, participle of the verb CATCH capture, grab, hunt, enclose

atrapalanzas
ATRAPALANZAS that captures spears, jet thieves, specialists in assaulting unsuspecting people and running away. 

atrapar balonmano
CATCH ( IN ) HANDBALL .  Not being this a syntactically correct expression, it requires more clarification to understand
what you are asking.  IF you refer to the verb CATCH in the handball game, we can say that this action is one of 3
possible to perform with your hands, throw, catch and tackle.  As you can only use your hands, (only the goalkeeper can
use the feet, and only to tackle, and within your area) throwing and catching by all 7 players are critical.

atrevidos
DARING pl .  of DARING .  1 .  Bold 2 .  Insolent

atridas
ATRIDAS, and not ATRIDAS, are the descendants of the mythological king of Mycenae, ATREO.  Tiestes, his brother,
hated him lucidly, and killed his sons Tantalum and Plístenes, eating his rwstos at a banquet

atrincherado atrincherada
ATRINCHERADO , A parapetado, protected in or behind a trench to protect against enemy attack.  Figuratively, picked
up in a safe place to avoid having to put your face in front of a difficult situation, such as having to make statements. 

atriplex
ATRIPLEX a large number of plants that are csdacterized by their ability to develop in saline environments. 

atropomorfo
ANTROPOMORFO (and not ATROPOMORFO ) of Latin anthropos man and morphs form 1 .  It has human shape or
appearance 2.  Said of a monkey : It belongs to the group of catarrhus and without tail, such as the chimpanzee, the
gorilla or the orangutan.  3 .  Taxon of these species

atsina
ATSINA 1 .  Name considered inaccurate and derogatory of the Gros ventres (great bellies).  native tribe located in the
north-central Montana.  They speak English and atsina and dstan related to the Arapaho and Cheyenne. 2 .   Sweet
anise, stick licorice with fennel tones.  This flavor combines well with sweet dishes. 

atv en vivo
LIVE ATV acronym for all-terrain vehicle, show or quad bike race, four-wheeled vehicles, similar to a motorcycle, an
evolution of the original tricycle. 

au-dessus de la mêlée
AU-DESSUS DE LA MELÉE 1 .  Title of an article written by Romain Rolland in September 1914, at a time when the
First War began and which means verbatim above the fray, or more freely, beyond fight 2.  galicism for being above a
conflict



auch
AUCH term of the German language which means also . 

audaces
AUDACES plural OF AUDAZ, bold, bold, brave, thrown, fearless.

audino
AUDINO 1 .  in Chile: belonging to club Sportivo Audax Italisno , AUDAX 2 .  which belongs to or relating to the AUDI 3
mark.  Pokémon wue character has the appearance of a guinea pig or rabbit with fairy characteristics that are dedicated
to helping anyone who needs it. 

audio book
AUDIO BOOK anglilicism meaning BOOK AUDIBLE book which is published in audible version. 

aukus
AUKUS alliance between Australia (AU), the United Kingdom (UK) and the United States (US) that Joe Biden has put at
risk with his awkward handling of the withdrawal from Afghanistan.  This alliance assumes .  share AI, quantum and
cybernetic technology, industrial applications and supply chains.  It aims to curb China's advance in the Indo-Pacific
area, a threat affecting Japan, South Korea and India.   China outraged, has responded with economic threats against
Australia whose big buyer is China and the United States has pledged to provide nuclear-powered but
non-nuclear-powered submarines, which until now it only shared with England, and armaments to Australia.  This has
outraged France, which has had a contract since 2016 for $50. 000 million to sell him 12 French submarines, a contract
that has now been revoked. 

aumentativo de lirón
DORMOUSE AUGMENTATIVE the augmentatives of words ending in -on are -onazo or -onada : truck, truck; lung,
pulmonazo

aunadas
AUNADAS f .  pl.  of AUNADO , part .  past of the verb AUNAR , to gather , to unite , to gather , to amigar

aunante
AUNANTE that unifies, that aa

aunitz
AUNITZ thank you in Basque

aunque la grafía es idéntica al inglés
ALTHOUGH THE GRAPHY IS IDENTICAL IN ENGLISH although the , way of writing (a word) is the same in both
languages

aura senorial
AURA SENSORIAL (and not senorial aura), as opposed to the visual aura, may appear after the visual aura or
independently.  A tingling occurs in some limb or a feeling of numbness.



aura tiñosa
AURA TOE ( Cathartes aura ) .  American bird, ranging from Canada to southern Chile.  It is the quintessential corroding
bird.  In pareo eras almost 600 have been counted. 000 birds crossing Panama, which is when they reach Canada.  It is
perhaps the best known bird of which inhabits Cuba, for its abundance everywhere

auriazul
AURIAZUL relative or belonging to Everton de Viña del Mar or the Xeneise team of Boca Juniors .  2 .  Follower of one
of the football clubs mentioned. 

aurinegra
AURINEGRO , A combination of yellow and black

ausallar
AUSALLAR non-existent term .  Poskble spelling error by AVASALLAR, turn into vassal, pass over someone, raze

aussie
AUSSIE colloquial term equivalent to the Gentile of Australia.

ausstellung
AUSSTELLUNG German language word meaning free alaire fair type EXPOSURE .

austeritaria
AUSTERITARIA THAT IMPOSES AUSTERITY, restraint in spending or consumption, 

austeritario
AUSTERITARIO relating to austerity, which is austere, controlled in its expenses

austracista
AUSTRACIST In Spain: debomination that today is given to the supporters of Archduke Charles of Austria as a
candidate for the Crown of Spain in the framework of the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-1713).   .  His
antagonists, the Bourbons (Angevins, Felipists or Botiflers), were the supporters of Philip of Anjou or Bourbon, grandson
of Louis XIV of France. 

autárquicas
FEMININE AUTARCHICS, plural of AUTARCHIC, which aims to beat itself with its own means


